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The Honda CM is a street bike produced by the Honda Motor Company from to , part of a series
of motorcycles with the prefix 'CM' using various engine capacities. It was a precursor to the
Honda Rebel series of motorcycles. It was equipped with electric start and electronic ignition.
The CMC was produced only in making it one of the more rare model types. The Honda CM
series all generally resembled the older-style flat-seat bikes from the s and s, with the exception
of a slightly raised passenger area seat and small plastic fairings for the battery and electrical.
These are "standard" style motorcycles but do have some elements of the cruiser stepped seat,
increased fork angle, extra chrome. The CM series includes only a speedometer and three
indicator lights neutral, oil pressure, high beam with a tachometer for the C and T models. While
not particularly powerful, the CM's handling makes it a suitable starter bike. Many engine
components are common with the Honda CBT models from the same year. The parallel twin
engine has three valves per cylinder two intake, one exhaust and a five-speed manual or
two-speed automatic transmission. In the film Purple Rain , Prince , in the role of The Kid, rode a
customized Honda CM and he is also seen with it on the cover to the soundtrack of the same
name. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. This article needs additional citations for
verification. Please help improve this article by adding citations to reliable sources. Unsourced
material may be challenged and removed. Honda Motor Company. American Honda Motor Co.
Honda Motor Co. Oberg Honda Malaysia Racing Team. Honda List of Honda motorcycles.
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Download as PDF Printable version. Wikimedia Commons. Capacitor discharge electronic
ignition. Front: telescopic Rear: swingarm. Front: drum base model Front: disc T model, C
model Rear: drum. CM Twinstar. CB Four. GL Gold Wing. This motorcycle, scooter or
moped-related article is a stub. You can help Wikipedia by expanding it. Claimed horsepower
was The engine was a air cooled twin, four-stroke. Fuel was supplied via a overhead cams ohc.
It came with a 3. Stopping was achieved via single disc in the front and a expanding brake in the
rear. The front suspension was a Telehydraulic fork while the rear was equipped with a
Swingarm fork with adjustable telehydraulic shocks. The CMT was fitted with a 2. It had a cc
parallel twin engine that was air cooled. Features included electric start. The Honda CM series
all generally resembled the older-style flat-seat bikes like the Triumph Bonneville , with the
exception of a slightly raised passenger area seat and small plastic fairings for the battery and
airbox. A "standard" motorcycle, it includes a center mounted shifter and rear brake, as well as
mechanical front and rear drum brakes. Completing the spartan appearance, the CM series
includes only a speedometer and three indicator lights neutral, oil pressure, high beam. While
not particularly powerful, the CM takes its style from the old Cafe Racers , and its handling from
more docile starter bikes. The CME'80 was sold in in just one color: Black. The "CME" side
cover decal what white and orange. The bike had wire spoke wheels and a mechanically
operated drum front brake. The only instrument was a speedometer i. The turn signal housings
were black. The engine was a cc OHC 3-valve parallel twin linked to a 5-speed transmission. The
serial number began NC The CME'81 was sold in in one color: Black. The "CM" side cover decal
was also gold. A chrome base was added to the instruments. The turn signal housings were
chrome. From CycleChaos. Western Power Sports. This motorcycle , scooter , or moped

-related article is a stub. You can help Cycle Chaos by expanding it. Contact User:Budlight if
you need help. Categories : Cruiser motorcycles Motorcycle stubs Honda motorcycles Honda
CM series s motorcycles s motorcycles. Namespaces Page Discussion. Views Read Edit View
history. This page was last edited on 23 November , at Gear box: 5-speed Final Drive: chain.
Honda GN4 10W Service Manual. Make Honda. Model CM It has miles and all it needs is a new
home. The is a parallel twin cc air cooled machine. This is a great bike and has years of life left
in it. Call Tim. It equipped with a cc, twin cylinder engine producing the power, it can achieve
highway speeds in 5th gear without having to max out the engine. This is a great bike,
especially for beginners. Honda had been offering similarly styled bikes before the CMC was
introduced. Time proven, bullet proof, and fun to ride!! This one is in good condition. It has only
has 32, miles, That's only miles a year!!!! Also,we check all charging systems. Be sure to visit
brennys dot com to see this, and other motorcycles and ATVs! We are your one stop store for
your all your powersport needs! We take trades!!! Model CA. This motorcycle has been fully
restored. The carburetors were professionally rebuilt. The front brake master cylinder was
rebuilt. New tires were installed. It has been professionally tuned. New oil, oil filter, air filter and
battery installed. A new dual tone db horn. New wide angle mirrors are installed. The original
horn and mirrors will be included. It has a side kick stand and a center stand, a wind shield, and
a roll bar. You also have the option of kick starting. There is a backrest, luggage rack and large
capacity trunk holds 2 full helmets. Full weatherproof cover included. Just hit the starter and
RIDE! Model CBF. We carry the full line of powersports products from all the major
manufactures. Financing is available and we accept all applications! All new units are in
showroom condition and come with a full factory warranty. Our sale prices are not honored to
walk-in customers at any of our Xtreme dealerships. Call or text Adam at today for a hassle free
shopping experience! An added plus: The CBF is a little bit lighter, and you sit up a little
straighter. And the fuel-injected engine also offers excellent fuel economy. But maybe the best
news of all is the price. Model NCX. On the weekend it lets you go exploring in the country, or
carve up a twisty canyon road. Model PCX The Honda PCX is one of the most versatile, practical
and sensible scooters on the planet, and a blast to ride!. The PCX has a new look for , offers
great fuel efficiency with plenty of room to carry a passenger. A bigger fuel tank this year adds
even more range, while dual headlights and sharp new bodywork change up the look. Integrated
storage for those trips to the market? Of course. Automatic transmission? Model Shadow Aero.
Classic, retro style, like the spoked wheels, full fenders, and long, chromed mufflers.
Thoroughly modern performance courtesy of the cc V-twin engine, specially tuned for
low-revving torque. And maintenance-reducing features like shaft final drive. Best of all, the
Aero is a huge bargain, giving you a big-bike ride without the big-bike price. And it's a bargain
when it comes time to fill up, too. If you're ready to turn some heads in a big way, and
appreciate a bike that's never going to go out of style, the Aero is the machine for you.
Performance-cruising, value, style and a look all its own: There's no doubt that the newest
member of our VTX family, the standard cc VTX, is sure to be a huge hit. The engine's a proven
performer. The ride is pure VTX cool and comfort. And when it comes to style, you can see that
for yourself. Is there any other form of motorsport as graceful as trials riding? It may look easy,
but in reality you need a ton of talent. A key feature is the four-stroke cc Honda engine, and
refined suspension components. Model CME. As you can see in the photos it is also missing
some parts. We do not have a list of all missing parts. Drawing from a longstanding legacy of
innovation within Honda's V-4 lineup, the VFRF embodies the new generation of V-4 technology
and unsurpassed rider benefits, setting the stage for Honda's next 50 years. It has been
re-created in astonishingly innovative form through the fusion of advanced technology
imported from the MotoGP world and other cutting-edge environments. Net result: a futuristic
sport motorcycle created for the sheer joy of riding, custom tailored for experienced hands who
ride hard, ride long, ride far and ride often. Up for your consideration is a Honda CMT. Clear
Indiana title. Runs and rides nice. Bike looks very good and original. Starts easy, idles fine,
goes thru all gears, and brakes work good as well. Bike is in good working order including turn
signals, horn, charging system, and lights. Inside of tank is clean. Seat is very nice. Chrome
looks good as well. Minor wear only, will need tires soon but I have been riding on them with no
problems. Wheels also look very nice. See pictures and feel free to contact me with any
questions or to see the bike in person. Sold as is no warranty. Full payment due within 7 days.
Buyer is responsible for all shipping arrangements, I can coordinate with shipper of your
choice. Thanks for looking. This is a 80 Honda CM It's an all original bike. It is very clean, starts,
runs, rides nice and goes through the gears. Good clutch. Good brakes. The electrical works as
it should. Recent service includes Carburetor service, Tune up. Brake adjustment, Cables lubed.
It's overall condition is very good. It's a nice reliable bike to Bu
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zz around town or go for a long ride. Please look closely at the detailed pictures. Balance within
7 days via certified bank check or wire transfer. Absolutely NO Pay Pal for the balance. Pick up
within 30 days Sold "As Is" Please feel free to email with questions. Make Harley-Davidson.
Model Road King. Timeless cruiser styling combined with all the features you need for the long
haul. I'm pretty firm on the price as I've put a lot of time and money into this bike, but don't be
afraid to make me a reasonable offer. I would love to keep but I'm moving out of state. PM me or
text Alamo Heights, TX. Burnet, TX. Greenwood, IN. Lebanon, OH. Rock Springs, WY. Eau Gallie,
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